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Situated Fathering in Medieval Ashkenaz*

Abstract: Fatherhood in medieval Ashkenaz was a complex sociological phenome-
non, manifesting both stern and affectionate attitudes towards children. Fathers 
were expected to treat misbehaving children harshly, but this disciplinary attitude 
was inseparable from paternal love and physical contact between fathers and chil-
dren. Spaces influenced paternal behavior: appropriate fatherly behavior in the syn-
agogue differed from how fathers were expected to treat their children at home. 
This article focuses on two internal domestic loci: the cellar and the family table. 
The study of the cellar demonstrates not only harsh paternal behavior, but also the 
limitations of fatherhood: expelling children from home was a last resort for fathers 
who could not otherwise exert their paternal authority when paternal attempts to 
motivate children to internalize normative behavior were not successful. The study 
of the family table sheds light on the nurturing and educative aspects of domes-
tic fatherhood; it manifests its affectionate characteristics and reveals gender 
constructions.
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Introduction

In Northern European culture during the High and Late Middle Ages, the 
concept of fatherhood incorporated much more than relationships between 
fathers and children, both for Christians and Jews . For Christians, the rela-
tionship of the Father and the Son was inextricably connected to their reli-
gious and social experiences, and monks and priests were often referred to 
as fathers; for Jews, avinu shebashamaim (our father in heaven) and avinu 
malkenu (our father, our king) were common ways to refer to God, and 
rabbis were sometimes called fathers .1 Likewise, heads of medieval house-
holds, paterfamilias, were commonly addressed as “father” by their chil-
dren and servants, and the German term Hausvater carried authoritative 
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1 Rashi, Deut 6:7 . Rashi (d .1105) was a French rabbi .
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